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Chris Martin is at once a man commuting back and forth in the rhythms of New York
City, and too, a man watching from high windows as tiny others navigate the grid. Negotiating
this tension between introspection and panoptic surveillance results in the disequilibrium
recorded in Becoming Weather—minus the ear popping usually associated with such abrupt
repositioning. Martin takes the reader along on his pilgrimage, not as spectator but as confidante;
when it ends, we are more certain of an arrival at answers than of what the questions ever were.
At the onset he claims, “So much in my life happens/that’s not poetry/these days—” but I
am unconvinced. On the other side of the em dash, he catalogs the “small mysteries” of dayto
day living in a suspiciously lyrical posture. Into these poems, he ushers striking transit workers,
the gaptoothed girl serving stale coffee, and a bulldog whining at a horse in the park. Bus
hydraulics ruin sleep, cigarettes stain fingers yellow, and sex is neon, backlit by the supermarket.
Of this keen watchkeeping, he says simply, “I stopped not looking and got stuck that
way.”
The USPS worker riding the F was reading
Danielle Steele past a thick gold chain
The toddlers played Tball

between the brownstones

But if I say

the fixture

of the man

that sits

huffing glue beneath the Psychic’s eave
clutches a crumpled brown paper

bag to his heart

can this here still

be a nature poem?
Martin references Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, a German philosopher and mathematician
whose view of a deterministic universe is echoed in the poet’s mention of “an always
already//choreographed world.” With or without our consent, “the restless murmur/of metallic
things continues.”
In this collection’s ream of observations, human interaction is fleeting—not programmed
into the hustle: “leather suitcases/in the tunnel on/the way to the 4 train bob//moronic like birds.”
Bodies mob sidewalks and stairwells in a mutual rush, never becoming closer than each other’s
witness. Intrigued once by a fellow straphanger’s malady, Martin writes, “found myself//trailing
a discrete/line of his blood/five or six blocks//to where it mutely stopped.” There is a curiosity in
the distance of strangers, but rarely a fix.

There is still nothing
like looking at the swimming
pools of America through
our airplane windows.
Here is where his work, sometimes likened to Frank O’Hara’s for its observational mode and
cosmopolitan focus, veers down a different avenue. Though at times zoomed in on the minutiae
of a blurring cityscape, Martin pans out to survey with a view that extends to the aerial, the
telescopic. He magnifies the paradox of populated isolation into something bigger than just the
space between human bodies: “I got lonely//thinking about how the galaxies are/so big they
run//right into one another and never/even touch.”
Martin’s evolving considerations of scale and perspective are most affective in one frank
moment of selfawareness:
I was listening
to Jesus, etc.
the apartment on
the first floor was looted
the Pistons were beating
the Cavaliers and a helicopter
crashed in the Afghani desert
so more Americans
could die estranged
He transitions from an image of himself listening to Wilco, to that of war casualties—a stark
contrast and a reminder that no moment is ever so stagnant.
“In the midst of standing still something else is occurring and the name for that is the
small dance.” Martin takes this epigraph from dancer and choreographer, Steve Paxton, who
refers to the way the smallest muscles flex to keep the body upright. The balance is always
shifting, and with it, the body’s relationship to “gravity, the floor, itself, and other bodies.” He
writes, “I would like to be able to describe to/you a stillness/but yawning at the funeral/was a
kind of dance these flags/refolding/another.”
Martin uses the phrase “false peace” to suggest that any perceived stillness just gives way
to motion. In one instance, “music disturbs/a silence/that never was.” Here he highlights the
inevitable tremors:
It’s Sunday
on the nightstand and wine
moves into the socks
Spent the afternoon ogling

a cat erupts

mugshots at the precinct
so many torn
out eyes
There was a movie on TV
about dudes

blowing other dudes

apart
Outside a quick quivering bird took
refuge in a length of pipe
Being a thing it bursts
into events
Martin composes pages of vertigo: the sensation of motion in one’s head. The passage above is a
good example of how the text itself embodies the offbalance sensation of disrupted inertia. Left
justified columns neatly divided into lines, two by two, scatter across the page, and then float.
Words brace themselves in the framework of the margins and contract—just as the tilted body
reflexively begs for a horizon line to right itself.
Embedded in the increasingly chaotic form are Martin’s farflung cultural references,
which zigzag from the blues of Muddy Waters to indierock band Neutral Milk Hotel, then to the
readymade art of Marcel Duchamp and the pink paintings of Philip Guston. He mentions the
tallest man in history, a twoheaded calf in a jar, Isaac Newton’s virginity, and radiation
detecting flowers. If you follow each of these clues down the rabbit hole, you grow convinced
that these anecdotes are deliberate hints used to reinforce ideas and imagery within his poems.
One such section refers to a provocative 1974 performance art piece, Rhythm 0. Marina
Abramovic set 72 items on a table and invited audience members to interact with these props—
and her body—in any way they wanted for exactly six hours. Included in this inventory of
objects were a gun and one bullet. Eventually the loaded gun was drawn to her head before
another participant moved it away. After the time was up, when Abramovic was free to join the
participants, they fled—avoiding that interaction. Is this symptomatic of a society whose
members constantly rub up against each other in the procession through turnstiles and subway
cars, with no acknowledgment of each other? Martin begs, “let’s touch each/other and go on…
soon/enough/we can return to/our entanglements.”
Martin uses these poems to tell us he is “a man//becoming weather.” To borrow from his
Nietzsche epigraph, it is the “climatic condition” we need to consider—what typifies a lifespan,
what accumulates. “Simply by moving we implicate the hoax//of time so it//is already changing.”
Though not featured in this collection, an earlier poem, “I Am Not a Cinematographer,”
approaches the root of it: “you could get everything you ever/wanted and find that you/aren’t
that you anymore…how strange it is to be anything at all.”

